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Audience Participant Comments Report 
 
Priming the Pump Questions: 
 

 Above & beyond the ethics question, how do you successfully solve your problems related to 
rising expectations, task saturation (not enough time, tools, or resources to achieve objectives), 
time poverty, overwork, and resulting stress? [NOT NEEDED] 

 
 How do you avoid the danger to your work/life balance & well-being of being an occupational 

devotee? [NOT NEEDED] 
 
Responses: [Note: editorial comments & fallible memory guesses at what I missed in an attempt to 

record comments made after the presentations are shown in square brackets.] 
 

 Internet experience: aspire to google everything, instant messaging, etc.; all this is part of ROM 
visitor experience.  Don’t mind giving extra time.  Expectations are greater than in other 
industries. 

 Brought intern with her to this conference.  In past, as speaker, she went to CMA conference & 
got 2 job offers.  Her intern came to CMA & she was introduced to people hoping to do the 
same thing. Should bring people doing internships so as to meet people & access opportunities.  
Helps to market herself for employment.   

 It is about creating your own opportunity. 

 Concern:  For 30 year old.  Found own grant & got job.  Spent many years with poor pay because 
husband had a job.  She had no work/life balance.  Gen X members are intuitive about work/life 
balance.  Money is not as important.  Their job is not always their “cause.” 

 Started museum work late with kids.  Participant is “on my way out & this is my last CMA.”  Key 
is [lack of???] job security.  

 Interest in attendance is generated by student prices for registration.   

 Programme at CMA for interns -> need to pay for conference. 

 Shelley: ROM, AGO, etc. have scholarships, many for full day on Thur.  Centennial College paid 
for some this year. 

 Another participant with different perspective: Technically part of federal public service, so have 
benefits.  Have allowances for family.  But still major issues with stress -> need stress coping 
mechanisms, meds, & leave.  Have retention issues.  No increases in pay -> cost jobs.  Workload 
increased -> traumatic for all.  Work load increased dramatically.  Additional compensation OK if 
have the ability to say no.  Would be a wonderful advantage   [Stress/overwork] is our main 
problem. 

 CMA needs to address it at a CMA meeting.  A huge issue.  Human rights issue.  Make sure this 
becomes a governance issue.  Personnel needs to be one of the main issues for CMA. 

 Meeting with CMA on Mon.  Shelley will raise this issue. 

 Need comments on conference evaluation forms.  [PCT ask?] 

 Need a little bit more information.  Can’t believe Stat Can needs more info on burnout.  NB 
volunteer run museums.  Hearing this it from small museums in MB.  

 Small community museum: $ from CMA -> YCW etc.  Funding needs to be increased so we can 
pay for job positions [meaning fully funded???].  CMA needs to advocate.  
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 Not just an individual but an institutional problem. 

 First Nation professional: Working for [how many???] years.  Trend was to get & keep job for a 
long time allowing building contacts.  Now seeing high turnover.  Many people are getting out. 

 This is especially critical women’s issue & we need to view women’s social roles.  The same 
problem [time poverty & stress] occurs in nursing & teaching -> same because the majority of 
employees are women.  Something else is happening here.   

 2 small kids & sandwich generation.  Work in unionised shop, but not enough supports are 
provided.  Even getting family leave is time consuming because you justify it on 3 different 
forms.  If I don’t get leave, I am done with the museum sector. 

 Management idea:  List all your tasks & drop existing on to make room for a new one.  Need 
more formal networking group.  [e.g. Solving Task Saturation Blog & Museum Worker Task 
Saturation Wiki] 

 Shelley Crawford: continue the conversation with local stakeholders. 

 Katie McMullen: it’s all a personal struggle to know when to stop working. 

  


